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ABSTRACT.
Currently, a significant amount of photovoltaic device cost is related to its requirement of highquality absorber materials, especially in the case of III-V solar cells. Therefore, a technology that
can transform a low cost, low minority carrier lifetime material into an efficient solar cell can be
beneficial for future applications. Here, we transform an inefficient p-type InP substrate with a
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minority carrier lifetime less than 100 ps into an efficient solar cell by utilizing a radial p-n junction
nanowire architecture. We fabricate a p-InP/n-ZnO/AZO radial heterojunction nanowire solar cell
to achieve a photovoltaic conversion efficiency of 17.1%, the best reported value for radial junction
nanowire solar cells. The quantum efficiency of ~ 95 % (between 550 – 750 nm) and short circuit
current density of 31.3 mA/cm2 are amongst the best for InP solar cells. Besides, we also perform
an advanced loss analysis of proposed solar cell to assess different loss mechanisms in the solar
cell.

INTRODUCTION
Currently, a significant portion of photovoltaics cost is related to absorber materials, especially in
high efficiency devices where extremely high-quality absorber materials are required

1-4

. It has

been predicted that the requirement of a high quality absorber can be significantly eased by using
a radial junction nanowire architecture 5-7, where the axis of light absorption and charge separation
is decoupled such that high absorption and efficient charge carrier collection can separately be
optimized for optimum performance 6. In addition, nanowire solar cells have other important
advantages such as: (a) high absorption, (b) flexibility in device structural designs such as radial
junction and nanowire tandems are possible, (c) low volume of material usage and hence low cost,
and (d) innovative growth/fabrication processes such as aerotaxy and lift-off are being developed
as new means to enable high quality flexible nanowire devices with very low cost 8-15. However,
due to the large surface-to-volume ratio nanowires tend to have significantly higher surface
recombination as compared to thin films, which can significantly deteriorate the overall device
performance 16-18. Also, it is well-known that additional challenges and complications arise when
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doping and surface passivation has to be implemented in a radial p-n junction nanowire grown
using bottom up epitaxial growth techniques 6, 11, 19-20.
Most recently, carrier-selective contacts have been used to eliminate the requirement of doped
homojunction in planar solar cells

21-23

. In fact, almost all high efficiency solar cells developed

recently use carrier selective contacts (also known as “passivating contacts” or “heterocontacts”)
in one form or the other 6, 24-27. In addition to providing carrier selectivity, these selective contacts
may also provide sufficient surface passivation and low contact resistance, leading to higher
efficiencies

28

. Previously, oxide-based charge carrier selective contacts have also been used in

planar InP solar cells to achieve a large Voc and high efficiency 25, 29-30. However, so far there is no
report on the use of an electron selective contact (ESC) for InP nanowire solar cells.
Here, we show that a substrate with an extremely low minority carrier lifetime can be transformed
into a highly efficient nanowire solar cell by utilizing the concept of the radial junction with a
carrier selective contact. To form a radial p-n junction, we etch a heavily doped p-type InP
substrate which has an extremely low minority carrier lifetime (less than 100 ps) to form the
nanowire core, which is then coated with an n-type Aluminum Zinc Oxide (AZO)/ Zinc Oxide
(ZnO) shell. These radial junction nanowire devices exceed an efficiency of 17%. We show that
AZO/ZnO shell over InP core significantly enhances the absorption, electron selectivity,
passivation, and built-in electric field of the solar cell to achieve a Jsc of more than 30 mA/cm2 for
filling ratio as low as 0.11. Moreover, an advanced loss analysis of the p-InP/n-ZnO/AZO radial
heterojunction nanowire solar cell shows that series resistance, non-perfect IQE and current loss
at maximum power point are major loss mechanisms in current solar cell. Most importantly, our
proposed electron selective layer (ESL)-based radial junction nanowire solar cell will be
particularly useful in conditions where growth and doping of nanowires can be challenging.
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Further, in near future, the heterojunction solar cell can be combined with techniques such as
aerotaxy 31-32 and nanowire lift-off 15 to fabricate low cost, high efficiency, highly stable, flexible
III-V solar cells.

Figure 1. Fabrication sequence of the radial junction solar cell: (a) Cleaning of p-type InP
substrate in 10% HF solution, (b) back contact deposition and annealing, (c) 600 nm-thick SiOx
deposition using PECVD, (d) e-beam resist coating, (e) e-beam exposure and development, (f)
deposition of chromium and subsequent lift-off, (g) SiOx etching, (h) InP etching, (i) SiOx and
chromium removal in 10% HF solution, (j) SU-8 spin coating with a thin layer of SU-8 coverage
on side walls, (k) SU-8 coverage removal, exposure, baking and curing, (l) conformal 10 nm
ZnO deposition in ALD, (m) subsequent deposition of 90 nm AZO, and (n) deposition of topmetal contact.
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RESULTS and DISCUSSION
Figure 2(a) shows the 2-D schematic of the nanowire solar cell fabricated in this work. It consists
of a p+-InP core, a heavily doped n-type AZO/ZnO shell, and ~300 nm thick layer of SU-8 to
isolate the radial heterojunction from the substrate. The ZnO layer acts as an electron selective
layer as well as a passivation layer under optimized condition

6, 25

, whereas AZO acts as a

transparent conductor which facilitates the radial transport as well as the transport of electrons
between metal contacts. In addition to carrier selectivity, passivation, and charge transport, an
optimized thickness of ZnO/AZO also enhances the absorption in InP nanowires, as shown later
in this section. Figure 2(b) shows a simulated band diagram of the AZO/ZnO/p-InP nanowire solar
cell across the radial direction. ZnO for a type-II band alignment with InP with a large valence
band offset, and a small conduction band offset, thereby allowing an easy flow of electron while
impeding the flow of holes. Figure 2(c) shows the cross-sectional FESEM images of bare InP
nanowires embedded in ~300 nm thick SU-8. Figures 2(d) shows the InP nanowires after
conformal coating with a uniform 100 nm of ZnO/AZO (10 nm / 90 nm). Achieving a conformal
and uniform thickness of AZO/ZnO layer along the length of the InP nanowire core is necessary
to achieve high Jsc because optical absorption in InP nanowire is strongly dependent on the
thickness of these oxide layers 6. In inset of Figure 2(d), an example of nanowire solar cell with
metal contact is shown. The total area of solar cell was defined as the area covered by the nanowire
array. However, for calculation of active area efficiency, the area covered with metal was
subtracted from the total area of the solar cell.
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Figure 2. (a) 2-D schematic of the heterojunction solar cell. (b) Simulated Band diagram of
AZO/ZnO/p-InP solar cell across radial direction. (c) shows the cross-sectional FESEM image
of InP nanowires embedded in SU-8, (d) shows the FESEM image of the InP nanowires coated
conformally and uniformly with 100 nm of ZnO/AZO (10 nm / 90 nm). Inset: A completed
4mm x 4mm nanowire solar cell (shown against a ruler –mm scale) with metal contact over it.
The area of the solar cell corresponds to the area covered with nanowires (shown using red line
boundary).

Low sheet resistance AZO is critical to achieving high factor as well as to ensure low contact
resistance. Previously, AZO sheet resistance has been reported to be dependent on temperature
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Figure 3. (a) Optimization of ZnO:Al2O3 cycle ratio to achieve lowest possible sheet resistance in
AZO. (b) Effect of ZnO deposition temperature on Voc and Jsc of the solar cell. (c) Carrier lifetime
measurements on bare p+-InP substrate, InP nanowire, and nanowire coated with ZnO. Solid lines
are single exponential fitting to the experimental data points. Note that for both nanowire samples,
a chemical treatment was used to remove the surface damage induced by the plasma etching
process. (d) Comparative EQE measurement on nanowire array solar cell with and without ZnO.
(e) Dark current vs. voltage curve for the nanowire heterojunction solar cell, with and without ZnO.
(f) Effect of geometric filling ratio on Jsc of the heterojunction solar cell. On top of x-axis, R_top
denotes the top radius of nanocone.

and ZnO/Al2O3 cycle ratio

33-34

. To optimize the AZO sheet resistance, we set the optimum

temperature for AZO deposition at 200 oC based on ZnO optimization (discussed later) and then
change the ZnO/Al2O3 cycle ratio to achieve minimum possible sheet resistance. Figure 3(a) shows
the effect of ZnO/Al2O3 cycle ratio on the sheet resistance of AZO. Minimum sheet resistance for
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AZO deposited using diffusion enhanced ALD (discussed in experimental section) was obtained
for ZnO/Al2O3 cycle ratio of 28:1. Initially, increasing the ZnO/Al2O3 cycle ratio decreases the
sheet resistance of AZO, however, after achieving the minimum sheet resistance of 112 Ω sq-1 for
ZnO/Al2O3 cycle ratio of 28:1, the sheet resistance starts increasing again with increasing
ZnO/Al2O3 cycle ratio. Similar results have been reported by several of the other authors 33-37. An
increase in AZO conductivity with increased Al2O3 is because of additional electrons that are
introduced in AZO lattice by the substitution of Al3+ to the Zn2+ sites; whereas, after reaching the
minimum sheet resistance at an optimum ZnO:Al2O3 ratio, the sheet resistance of AZO starts
increasing because of a phenomenon called dopant clustering 33-34.
In current device, we use ZnO as an ESL because it forms a type-II heterojunction with p-type InP
with a small conduction band offset and a large valence band offset, which allows the flow of
electrons but impedes the flow of holes (see band diagram in Figure 2(b))

6, 25

. Another critical

parameter for ESL is its electrons conductivity in comparison to holes conductivity 6, 25, 28. Higher
electron conductivity leads to higher electron selectivity. The electron conductivity of ZnO is
directly proportional to its n-type doping concentration, and therefore it is crucial to optimize the
deposition conditions to achieve high doping. Under a given ALD condition (such as pressure,
precursor flow rate, purge time, etc.), the doping level of ZnO is mainly dependent on the
temperature 38-40. Therefore, we deposit ZnO at different temperatures and study its effect on solar
cell performance parameters of the heterojunction solar cells. As expected, both the Voc and the Jsc
(see Figure 3(b)) increases with increased ZnO deposition temperature until 200 oC, after which
any further increase in temperature leads to a deterioration of Voc and Jsc. An initial increase in Voc
and Jsc with increasing temperature is due to the increased n-type doping in ZnO from 7x1016 cm3

at 50 oC to 4x1019 cm-3 at 200 oC, as confirmed by Hall effect measurements. Although the doping
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level of ZnO increases to 6x1019 cm-3 at 250 oC and 3x1020 cm-3 at 300 oC, the SU-8 layer starts to
decompose after 250 oC resulting in deterioration of ZnO/InP interface quality which leads to
higher interface recombination. Consequently, the Voc decreases significantly from 725 mV at 200
o

C to 310 mV at 300 oC.

Furthermore, we recently reported that the ZnO can chemically passivate the InP through the
formation of In(PO)x at the ZnO/InP interface 25. Therefore, to study on the passivation effect of
ZnO deposition on InP nanowire surface, we perform lifetime, EQE, and dark current
measurements on InP nanowire array solar cells with and without ZnO. Comparative lifetime
measurements of the substrate and nanowire array with and without oxide are shown Figure 3(c).
The lifetime of substrate is used as a reference to monitor the quality of the etched nanowires. It is
well-known that the lifetime of the nanowire fabricated by top-down etching is significantly lower
as compared to the substrate due to plasma-induced damage at the surface region 41-42. Therefore,
for both the nanowire samples (with and without oxide) shown in Figure 3 (c), the surface damage
was removed using the method described earlier in the experimental section. As expected,
nanowires coated with ZnO show an improved lifetime (267 ps) over bare InP nanowires (91 ps),
which can be ascribed to the passivation of InP due to the formation of In(PO)x at the ZnO/InP
interface 25. We also performed comparative EQE and dark current measurements with and without
ZnO to assess the effect of ZnO passivation on current solar cell. Figure 3(d) shows the EQE curve
measured for AZO/p-InP and AZO/ZnO/p-InP solar cells. It is quite evident that with optimized
ZnO layer, the quantum efficiency improved by almost 10-20% within 300-600 nm wavelength
regime. The improvement in quantum efficiency in shorter wavelength regime is a result of
improved surface passivation of the nanowire array after ZnO deposition. Furthermore, Figure 3(e)
shows the comparative dark current vs. voltage curve of the heterojunction solar cell, with and
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without ZnO deposition. Similar to EQE and minority carrier lifetime measurements, application
of ZnO on nanowire significantly improves the behavior of nanowire solar cell in the dark. It is
apparent that both the reverse leakage and the dark saturation current are reduced by almost an
order of magnitude.
Additional advantages of the proposed core-shell structure are the possibility of achieving high
radial built-in electric field along with an improved absorption 6, under optimized conditions.
Because, ZnO and AZO can be heavily n-type doped to the order of 1019 cm-3, a radial built-in
electric field higher than 106 V/cm (see Figure S2 of the supplementary information) can easily be
achieved with a p-type core doping of 3x1018 cm-3. Such high built-in electric field is critical to
achieving efficient charge carrier separation and collection when the bulk lifetime (or diffusion
length) of the material is extremely low. Because, in case where minority carrier lifetime is low,
charge carriers need to be separated through drift instead of diffusion otherwise they will
recombine (due to low diffusion length) before they can be collected. In addition to a high built-in
electric field, a shell of AZO/ZnO can significantly improve the absorption in InP nanowire
because of reduced screening of incident electric field and an optical antenna effect 6, 43-45. In other
words, a dielectric shell enhances the coupling of light in InP nanowire and causes excitation of
optical resonant modes, which in turn leads to enhanced absorption. As a combined result of the
high radial built-in electric field, enhanced absorption, electron selectivity, and passivation, the
proposed core-shell solar cell can achieve very high Jsc even for very low geometric filling ratio,
as shown in Figure 3(f). The geometric filling ratio (for definition see supplementary information
Figure S4) for a tapered nanowire (or nanocone) can be written as:
2
2
+ 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 . 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 + 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
1 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 (𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹) = 𝜋𝜋
3
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃ℎ2

(1)
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where, Pitch, Rtop, and RBase are the pitch, the radius of top and base of the bare nanowire that is
shown schematically in Figure 1(a). To study the effect of geometric filling ratio, we fix the pitch
of nanowire and vary the radii to achieve a particular filling factor. Figure 3 (f) shows the effect
of geometric filling ratio on the measured Jsc of the nanowire solar cell. In Figure 3(f), top of xaxis denotes, R_top, the top radius of nanocone, and the length and pitch of nanowire array were
fixed at 2 µm and 1 µm, respectively. An initial increase in Jsc with the increasing geometric filling
ratio is due to an increase in the volume of the absorber, leading to increased absorption. At the
same time, Jsc starts saturating after the FR of 0.11, because there is no significant enhancement in
absorption after FR reaches 0.11. In the presence of an optimized oxide shell thickness and
deposition conditions, a maximum Jsc of more than 31.2 mA/cm2 can be achieved for a filling ratio
as low as 0.13, which agrees well with recently reported simulation results 6. Previously, several
theoretical as well as experimental reports on InP nanowire solar cells show that to achieve a Jsc
higher than 30 mA/cm2, InP filling ratio should be more than 0.17 6, 46-47. However, in presence of
an AZO/ZnO shell, a Jsc of more than 30 mA/cm2 can be achieved for filling ratio as low as 0.11.
In other words, use of AZO/ZnO shell over InP nanowires can significantly improve the absorption
and charge carrier separation to reduce the material consumption by almost 3 times, in comparison
to bare InP nanowires. This result can mainly be of significance when nanowire is grown using
bottom-up methods.
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Figure 4. (a) I-V characteristics (1 sun@AM1.5 G), (b) EQE, (c) two-diode fitting and (d) local
ideality factor vs voltage (n-V) curve of the radial junction nanowire solar cell. The Vmpp shows
the maximum power point of the IV curve.

Figure 4(a) shows the I-V characteristics obtained from our best nanowire solar cell, exhibiting an
efficiency of 16.2% with a Voc of 736 mV, Jsc of 29.5 mA/cm2 and a fill factor of 74.6%. For our
best solar cell device, R_top and R_bottom of nanowire arrays were ~190 nm and ~230 nm,
respectively, whereas, the pitch and length of nanowire array were fixed at 1µm and 2µm,
respectively. The active area efficiency calculated after subtracting the ~6% metal coverage is
17.1% with a Jsc as high as 31.3 mA/cm2, with the former representing the highest reported
efficiency value for radial junction III-V nanowire solar cells and the latter representing the highest
reported Jsc value for III-V nanowire solar cells, respectively. Moreover, not only is the proposed
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device structure is efficient and simple, but it also reduces the device-related complexities of axial
junction nanowire solar cells. For example, Wallentin et al. had shown that quantum efficiency,
Voc, and Jsc of an axial p-i-n junction solar cell depends heavily on the length of n-doped top
segment; however, in current case, there is no p-i-n junction, and therefore there are no such
limitations 48.
Furthermore, the high Jsc of our nanowire solar cell is also reflected in the measured EQE of the
device as shown in Figure 4(b). In comparison to the best reported quantum efficiency for InP
nanowire solar cell

48-49

, the EQE of the present nanowire solar cells is ~ 10% higher for almost

all measured wavelengths with the average quantum efficiency exceeding more than 90% in 550
– 750 nm wavelength, where most of the AM 1.5 solar spectrum lies. Moreover, by measuring the
quantum efficiency in between the metal electrodes to eliminate the metal shadowing (see Figure
5(a)), a quantum efficiency exceeding 95% in the 550 – 750 nm regime is obtained. Such high
quantum efficiency in our solar cells is direct evidence of highly efficient charge carrier generation,
separation, and collection, even when the material lifetime is as low as 100 ps. Furthermore, the
reproducibility of the device was assessed by fabricating five different devices in separate
experiments. Tables S1 of the supplementary information shows the values of different solar cell
parameters for different solar cells.
To better understand the main mechanisms that are limiting our solar cell performance, the
device’s dark I-V characteristics (Figure 4(c)) was fitted using the double-diode model

50

(for

details see supplementary information) and extracted parameters are summarized in Table 1. The
dark IV characteristic of a p-n junction can be fitted almost accurately using a double diode
equation given as:
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𝐽𝐽 = 𝐽𝐽01 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �

𝑞𝑞(𝑉𝑉 − 𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 )
𝑞𝑞(𝑉𝑉 − 𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 )
𝑉𝑉 − 𝐽𝐽𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠
� + 𝐽𝐽02 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �
�+
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑛𝑛2 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢

(2)

where, 𝐽𝐽01 is the dark current contributions from ideal diode diffusion and 𝐽𝐽02 is the dark current

due to recombination happening in the depletion region, and 𝑛𝑛1 and 𝑛𝑛2 , are the ideality factors of

respective diodes, whereas, Rs and Rsh are the series and shunt resistances, respectively. For our
best solar cell, an exceptionally low J01 of 310 fA/cm2 is obtained; however, J02 (56 nA/cm2) is
almost five orders of magnitude higher, indicating that the recombination current in this solar cell
is mainly due to recombination in the depletion region. Such high depletion region recombination
current is understandable considering that the device operates under a very built-in electric field,
which effectively enhances the tunnelling recombination in the device by lowering the thermal
barrier for recombination 51-53. Note that field-enhanced tunnelling recombination is specific to the
region of the device with high field strength, and therefore, it mainly affects the depletion region
recombination

51-53

. The extracted series and shunt resistances are 7.6 Ω.cm2 and 3x106 Ω.cm2,

respectively. The high series resistance accounts for the relatively low fill factor of 74.6%. Since
the substrate and the nanowires are heavily doped and back contact is fully covered with a metal
of extremely low contact resistance (10-5 Ω.cm2), it is highly likely that most of the series resistance
is due to AZO and the top metal contact. On the other hand, a very high shunt resistance of 3x106
Ω.cm2 shows the excellent electrical isolation offered by SU-8. Figure 4(d) shows the calculated
local ideality factor as a function of voltage. A local ideality factor higher than 2 is often considered
to be originating from the isolated high recombination regions in the solar cell 54-56. In our nanowire
solar cell, the possible high recombination regions may include the broken nanowires, scratches
and the edge of the nanowire array solar cells (damage due to mechanical cleaving) 54-56.
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Table 1. Parameters extracted from the double diode fitting of the dark I-V curve under
forward bias.
Symbol

Definition

Extracted Value

J01

Saturation current density of diode 1

3.1 x 10-13 A/cm2

J02

Saturation current density of diode 2

5.6 x 10-8 A/cm2

n1

Ideality factor of diode 1.

1

n2

Ideality factor of diode 2.

2.35

Rsh

Shunt Resistance

3 x 106 Ω.cm2

Rs

Series Resistance

7.6 Ω.cm2

Figure 5. (a) EQE curve measured between metal electrodes for loss calculation due to non-perfect
IQE. (b) A pie chart representation of the percentage contribution of different loss mechanisms to
the total power loss of the solar cell at maximum power point.
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To assess the losses and future potential of the ESL-based radial junction nanowire solar cell, we
perform a detailed loss analysis based on the work of Armin et al.57. The loss analysis was
performed on a solar cell reported in Figure 4. The loss mechanisms that we take into account are
front metal shading, front surface reflectance, series resistance, shunt resistance, non-perfect IQE
for wavelengths from 350 to 935 nm, and current loss at maximum power point. For calculation
of loss due to non-perfect IQE, we measure the EQE and reflectance (R) between the metal
electrodes to avoid any contribution from metal shading or reflectance as shown in Figure 5(a). A
detailed mathematical formalism required to the calculation of different losses is given in the
supplementary information. Table 2 summarizes the various losses of our solar cell at one-sun
maximum power point (MPP). It is quite apparent that the power loss at MPP is mainly due to
series resistance (3.27 mW/cm2), followed by losses due to non-perfect IQE (1.59 mW/cm2) and
the current loss at the maximum power point (1.47 mW/cm2). There is also a significant optical
loss of around 1.028 mW/cm2, mainly due to metal shading. A pie-chart representation of the
percentage contribution of primary loss mechanisms to the total loss in the solar cell is given in
Figure 5(b). This loss analysis suggests that the proposed radial junction nanowire solar cell has
the potential to achieve higher efficiencies in near future.
Table 2. Contribution of different loss mechanisms at the maximum power point.
Type of Loss

Power loss
(mW/sq.cm)

Metal Shading

1.00

Front surface reflectance
(includes Front-Surface Escape)
Total optical losses (300 nm to
935 nm)
Series Resistance loss
Shunt Resistance loss

0.028
1.028
3.27
0.00
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Total resistance losses

3.27

Non-perfect IQE

1.59

Forward-bias current loss at
MPP
Recombination losses
Total Losses
Total efficiency potential of the
solar cell

1.47
3.06
7.358
23.56

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we successfully demonstrate that an extremely low lifetime substrate can be
converted into an efficient solar cell utilizing the radial junction nanowire architecture with carrier
selective contacts. We fabricate a simple p-InP/n-ZnO/AZO heterojunction nanowire solar cell,
which utilizes the efficient radial charge separation mechanism to achieve efficiency as high as
16.2 % even when the minority carrier lifetime of the InP substrate is less than 100 ps. For our best
solar cell, we achieve an efficiency of 16.2 % (active area efficiency = 17.14 %) with a record Jsc
of 29.54 mA/cm2 (active area Jsc ≈ 31.3 mA/cm2). Such high efficiency and Jsc of core-shell
heterojunction solar cell is a combined result of high absorption, high electron selectivity and
passivation and a high radial built-in electric field exceeding 106 V/cm. An analysis of dark IV
curve shows that recombination in the depletion region is a limiting factor for current solar cell.
We also perform a detailed loss analysis of the heterojunction solar cell at the maximum power
point to show that higher efficiency can be achieved for the proposed solar cell under optimum
conditions. Finally, this work shows the huge potential of our radial heterojunction design to
fabricate high efficiency solar cells using a substrate of very poor planar efficiency and low
minority carrier lifetime, and can further be extended to other solar cell materials such as
chalcogenides, silicon, and GaAs.
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DEVICE FABRICATION TECHNIQUES
Figure 1 shows a 3-D schematic of the fabrication flow chart for the AZO/ZnO/p-InP nanowire
array solar cell. The fabrication started with dipping of a p+-InP substrate of thickness of 350 µm
with a carrier concentration of ~3x1018 cm-3 (from AXT Inc.), in 1% HF solution for native oxide
removal (see Figure 1(a)). The wafer was then transferred into a ATC 1800 UHV sputter chamber
to deposit the Zn:Au (10 nm:100 nm) back contact (see Figure 1(b)) which was then annealed at
400 °C in the presence of forming gas (5% H2 and 95% N2) to make an Ohmic contact.
Subsequently, the wafer with back contact was transferred to a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition system (Oxford Plasmalab 200) for 600 nm thick SiO2 deposition (see Figure 1(c)). The
deposition of SiO2 was performed at 300 oC under a pressure of 87 Pa and radio frequency power
of 200 W using the SiH4/N2O/N2 gases with a flow rate of 9/70/161 sccm, respectively. Next, the
wafer with SiO2 thin film was patterned using a RAITH 150 electron-beam lithography (EBL)
system to open holes (see Figure 1(d) and 1(e)) of different diameters to achieve a specified
geometric filling ratio, for a fixed pitch of 1000 nm over 4 mm x 4 mm area. The EBL patterned
substrate was then transferred in the e-beam evaporator for deposition of 70 nm thick chromium
layer. The substrate with chromium was then dipped for 1 hour in acetone at room temperature for
lift-off. The lifted-off chromium (see Figure 1(f)) acted as a mask for SiO2 etching, which acted as
a mask for the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching of InP. An additional layer of SiO2 helped
reduce metal contamination as well as the removal of chromium after the etching. The ICP etching
of SiO2 (see Figure 1(g)) was performed in a commercial Samco RIE-400iP system at room
temperature with a fixed pressure of 0.1 mTorr, CHF3 flow rate of 20 sccm and an ICP/RF power
of 400 W/80 W. The ICP (Samco RIE-400iP) etching of InP (see Figure 1(h)) was carried out at
180 °C electrode temperature by passing 1.5/25 sccm of SiCl4/Ar gases at a chamber pressure of
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0.1 Pa, with the RF/ICP powers of 50/200 W. Subsequently, SiOx and chromium masks were
removed by etching the SiOx in 10% HF at room temperature for 5 minutes (see Figure 1(i)).
However, due to surface damage caused by ICP etching, the lifetime of the nanowire was low
compared to the substrate (see supplementary information Figure S1). To remove the surface
damage, an additional processing step was used which involved barrel etching (PVA Tepla
Gigabatch 310 M) of nanowire in oxygen plasma at 500 W for 30 s followed by HF (1% HF)
cleaning and rinsing. After repeating this step three times the measured lifetime of nanowire was
almost similar to that of the substrate. For all device fabrication and testing, we make use of these
cleaned nanowire arrays.
The cleaned InP nanowire array was then spin coated with a ~350 nm thick SU-8 layer (see Figure
1(j)) to prevent the formation of a parasitic heterojunction between the p+-substrate and the
AZO/ZnO shell. Afterwards, the sample was put in a barrel etcher (PVA Tepla Gigabatch 310 M)
for mild oxygen plasma treatment at 100 W for 2 min to remove any sidewall coverage of the SU8 layer and clean the nanowires of any organic residue. The sample was then dipped in 1% HF for
1 minute to remove any possible oxidation due to barrel etching. The final thickness of SU-8 after
oxygen plasma etching and HF cleaning was ~300 nm. To make SU-8 more robust and stable, it
was cross-linked by exposure to conventional UV (350-400 nm) radiation, followed by a soft bake
(@ 95 oC for 10 minutes) and a hard bake (@200 oC for 5 minutes) (see Figure 1(k)). SU-8 not
only provides the electrical isolation from the substrate but also reinforces the mechanical strength
of the nanowire array. Subsequently, atomic layer deposition (ALD) deposition of 10 nm of ZnO
(see Figure 1(l)) and 100nm of AZO (see Figure 1(m)) was performed in a commercial ALD
system from Picosun Inc. For all ALD depositions the chamber pressure was maintained at 9 Pa
and the carrier gas (N2) flow rate was fixed at 150 sccm. To achieve a highly conformal as well as
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uniform AZO/ZnO layer, we make use of diffusion enhanced technique in ALD, utilizing a stop
flow functionality to lengthen the time available for precursor diffusion and surface reaction on
nanowire, leading to high conformality and uniformity in high-aspect ratio nanostructures. Finally,
the front contact on the nanowire solar was made using a shadow mask with a finger width of ~60
µm.
DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION METHODS
The current-voltage (I-V) characteristic of the nanowire array solar cell was obtained using an
Oriel solar simulator and IV test station, under the 1-sun @ Air mass 1.5 G (at 25 oC) calibrated
using a silicon reference cell. The total illuminated area of the solar cell considered during
efficiency calculation is the area with the InP nanowire array (see inset of Figure 2(c)), i.e., 4mm
x 4mm. The area with nanowires was predefined using highly accurate EBL patterning. To
calculate active area efficiency, 6% of total metal shading was subtracted from the total area. Both
dark and light measurements were performed in air at room temperature. Furthermore, we
performed a separate light IV measurement by exposing the area without nanowires to make sure
that there is no Jsc contribution from anywhere other than the area covered with nanowires. To
assess the reproducibility of the proposed device, 5 different devices were tested. To perform the
external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurement a NewSpec IQE-200 AC system was used and
before each measurement, the EQE system was calibrated against a standard reference.
To perform the cross-sectional field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) of the
nanowire array solar cell, the sample was cleaved along the (100) axis. The cross-sectional FESEM
of the nanowire array solar cell was performed in FEI Verios system under the voltage of 5 kV
and current of 0.16 nA. The sheet resistance of AZO was measured using a Jandel resistivity test
equipment. For both ZnO and AZO, Hall effect measurements were performed at room
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temperature in a Lakeshore Hall system at magnetic fields varying from -10 to + 10 kG, to assess
the charge carrier concentration and conductivity. Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL)
measurement was performed at room temperature using a Yb:YAG laser with a pulse duration of
300 fs, repetition rate of 20.8 MHz, frequency-doubled to a wavelength of 532 nm using a LBO
crystal. The laser beam was directed on to the sample through a high numerical aperture (NA=0.9)
objective with a magnification of 100x. At the laser repetition rate of 20 MHz, the average laser
power of 1mW was equivalent to 48 pJ per pulse and the maximum power used for sample testing
was 54.70 µW. Any further increase in laser power led to nanowire damage and quenched
photoluminescence. A charge-coupled detector array was used to record the photoluminescence
(PL) spectrum with a spectrometer and a Picoharp 300 time-correlated single photon counting
system used to detect the PL decay. TRPL intensity decay at peak wavelength was fitted by a
single-exponential decay to extract the minority carrier lifetime.
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